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Inflation Rears Its Ugly
Head As Demand For IT
Professionals Increases

Bearish Market Causes Many To
Lose "Cheap" Staff

Average PSR Benchmark For All IT
Professionals Is Almost $100,000
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In addition, plenty of Internet companies that
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IPO-Based Companies Face New
Risks From A Major Brain Drain
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about to cut the other way." In two months, candidate
flow has increased exponentially. People are suddenly
returning calls and are willing to talk. One national
recruiter told me his firm has doubled its candidate pool.
There are a number of ways that companies can react to
this. In the case of Microsoft, they quickly offered new
"additional" shares to their employees. From an operational side this will force Microsoft to "buy-back" some
of its shares to cover this additional gift. This in essence
gave its employee base a free ride by offering a dilution
of earnings.
Even with the free ride Microsoft's stock dropped to
under $60 per share. In addition there has been talk that
if they are broken up, the parts will not be equal to the
sum. Now that is not a very promising prospect.

Repricing and the FASB
Another way companies used to react was to "reprice" the
employee options. However, a new rule from the Financial Accounting Standards Board makes it increasingly
difficult for companies to use this technique.
In March, the FASB issued "FASB Interpretation No. 44
of the Accounting Practices Board Opinion 25." It said
that any options repricing since Dec. 15, 1998, would be
counted as an expense on the company's income statement starting July 1. That means that earnings-free
companies burning cash will lurch even more uncertainty
toward profitability. With this rule, a company that might
have earned 20 cents in a quarter might earn just a penny.
It's going to take longer for these companies to turn the
corner to big earnings. What does this mean for Net
stocks? Three things:
•

First, repricing is out, so some employees
will bail. Those who feel they can make
more somewhere else will be gone like a
shot. In addition as companies need new
talent the "golden handcuffs" of restricted
non-vested shares will no longer be there.
In that case companies will have to pay the
going rate or be faced with the possibility of
not getting the new talent they need.
Adding to this problem we are now in an
environment where loyalty to a company by
an employee is nonexistent. In order to keep
"key" employees, the employer must be on
top of every want and need.
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Second, those brave companies that have
repriced, their stocks could be even more out
of favor with the Street. If the Street feels
there is too much dilution, it will find better
investments.
Already there are pricing trends that automatically "deflate" share prices as companies issue
secondary offerings and stocks shares come
off of restrictions.
This also assumes the employee will want to
stay. In the back of his/her mind is the
question — Is this a downward spiral?

•

Third, the new accounting rules mean that
companies will have to spend more to keep
talent: They'll have to pay for repriced
options, or pay higher salaries to keep their
teams together. The cost of doing business
has just gotten higher.
Some companies will not make it because
there will not be sufficient value in what they
do and what they offer to investors. The
operative word for all of these companies is
"burn rate". How long can they go before
they run out of cash.

Now the stock market seems to be poised for a summer
rally. If this happens, does that mean this problem goes
away? No it does not. The bell has rung and everyone now
has the feeling that what goes up must come down. At the
same time the probability of a company making it today is
much lower than before.
There are a large number of these talented people who have
been "burned" one time and they may not be as willing to
be burned a second time. Only those companies that make
a profit will prosper. That is where the talented skills will
flock to.
Add to that the increased cost of IT talent and it is easy to
see the road has become much harder for start up companies. There soon will be a seller's market for this key
talent. Cash will be king
In summary, we feel the exodus will continue and even
accelerate. Investors will be caught in the middle. They
certainly don't want to see their equity interest in these
companies diluted by repricing, but it's a double-edged
sword; they don't want to see the underlying businesses
diluted by a brain drain.
The bottom line is that the next few quarters will be more
interesting than the last. Will there be a summer rally?
Who knows when we will be out of the woods? Are we
having fun
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Inflation Rears Its Ugly Head As Demand For IT Professionals Increases
(continued from page I)

make the case that the cost of keeping technology
professionals happy can be viewed as a potential
cause of inflation on its own.
PSR's study shows increases in overall compensation
ranging from 10% to a whopping 85% depending on
the position surveyed. VP's of Technical Services
definitely have the hot job, garnering over an 86%
increase, while CIO's should look to reshaping their
resumes and experience as these positions received
the lowest percentage increase of only 10.5%.

In general there has been an increase in demand for "individual contributors" who have cross discipline skills. Individuals who know how it was done yesterday and know how
to do it with tools that are available today are the ones who
have commanded the greatest increases.
We have not seen any demand for the Year 2000 skill set
(COBOL / CICS). To get more details go to our web site
www.psrinc.com and download the free summary Mid Year
Study. The full study includes a brief job description for
each position surveyed and can be purchased online for only
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VP - Information Services
VP • Technical Services
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Manager- Computer Operations
Manager- Network Services
Manager- Network Services
Manager- Systems and Programming
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Project Manager- Applications
Project Manager- Distributed Systems
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Supervisor - Network Services
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Data Center Facility Administrator
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Forecast for the National
Information Technology Market
Will There Be A Hard Landing or Will
New Productivity Improvements Make the

by M. Victor Junulaitis
Internet address: victor@psrinc.com

The last time that Greenspan tried to
slow the economy with increased
interest rates he caused the George Bush
recession. He was only successful in
making the "Economy" the reason that
George Bush lost. Greenspan may now
be working to do the same to the current
administration.
Interest rates have now been moving up
for the last year. At the same time
demand for short term money has been
decreased with a pay off of over $300
billion dollars of the national debt. That
is a shrinking of the money supply.
This is the exact same thing that happened in 1930. The Feds reduced the
money supply and increased interest
rates. There is little contrast with what
is happening today.
Congress does not want to increase
spending so there is a lock on expansion.
As the stock markets heave up and down
and stocks are bought and sold, taxable
income is increasing. Just the capital
gains tax on stock market winnings is
flooding the Treasury with more money
than any tax increase in history. That
does not even take into account the
increased government revenue from
"non-capital" gains.

surpluses are so great in the state of
California that there is even talk of a
general tax refund. Assuming that does
not happen, there will be less money to
fund the expansion necessary to support
our growth.
All of this points to a very strong potential for a "hard landing" of our boom
economy.
As we look at this grim prospect, there is
still a shortage of IT talent across the
nation. A strong push is being made for
more HI visa's just as the first batch of
HI visa workers MUST leave the
country.

via DSL is now common place in New
York, Los Angels, Chicago, Dallas and
even Salt Lake City. Companies like e
trade are even giving it away for free to
its key customers.
High speed access to the Internet for the
common man, along with the Palm Pilots,
CE devices, over the air Internet access
and new cell phones that will link all of
these technologies make the difference.

As a society we can no longer be "controlled" by the Feds. There is a new
currency in town and it does not take well
to regulation. Just look at the impact of
the Microsoft lawsuit on the Dow Jones —
over 200 points down due to it alone.
That single event has impacted more
retirement programs than anything that
Greenspan could do.

What I have painted is a grim picture.
Will all those bad things happen. No, I
do not think so. As our economy begins
to slow down the one real competitive
advantage we have as a nation will show
itself again.

What could bring us down to a hard
landing is one more instance of meddling
by the government. There has already
been talk of doing the same thing to
Cisco Systems that has been done to _^
Microsoft.

Over the last few years we have created a
society that does not need a large labor
force to do a lot of the things that a
typical business enterprise requires. At
the same time the infrastructure to
support these tools is almost in place in
most of the major cities across the
country. For example, high speed access

What a mistake that would b
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